
Figure 10: A 'true colour' image of the Circinus galaxy with red = [SIIJ, green =Ho:+[NIIJ and
blue = [0111]. This representation clearly shows the ionization cone, the extended circumnuclear
starburst and the chain of supernova remnants to the S.

with an enlargement of the central region
which clearly shows that, although the
nucleus is much more peaked in K' than
in Hand J, its position does not vary sig-
nificantly with wavelength (the IR images
are aligned within 0.2//).
The relative positions of the central

peaks in the various lines and continua
are summarized in Figure 9 where we
also include the contours of the [FeXI]
coronal line image (see also 094). Note
that, while the optical line/continua im-
ages are aligned within 0.04", the rela-
tive position of the IR peak is more un-
certain (± 0.2" 30") but sufficient to show
a shift between the optical and IR contin-
uum peaks.
A 'true-colour' line image (red = [SII],

green =HCY+[NII], blue = [0111]) is shown
in Figure 10 where the structure of the
cone and of the surrounding galaxy are
best visible.

The nucleus

In the continuum at 5100 A(Fig. 1) the
emission is dominated by late B stars
associated with an old starburst and ex-
tends over several arcsec with two spa-
tially resolved peaks which are sepa-
rated by 2// N-S but connected by a
fainter bridge. The southern peak is co-
incident with the much more prominent
7000 Anucleus (Fig. 2 ) which is single
and unresolved. In the infrared (Fig. 8)
the nucleus also shows only a single
peak whose position is coincident at J, H
and K' but which is more sharply peaked
at K'. This infrared peak is also shifted
by 0.25// relative to the southern visible
peak in the direction away from the ion-
ization cone (Fig. 9). We therefore as-
sume that the 'true' nucleus is at or close
to the position of the infrared peak and
that the shift of the visible peak is an
extinction effect. Extinction of the 'true'
nucleus by Av c:: 20 magnitudes would
be enough to hide it at 7000 A but not
at 1.25 pm and this value is close to that
derived from the 9.7 pm silicate feature
(Moorwood & Glass, 1984). The north-
ern peak at 5100Ashows faint Hcy and
[SII] emission, indicative of HII regions or
supernova remnants, but its nature is un-
clear and we have proposed polarimetric
imaging with HST to test if the visible 'nu-
clear' emission is dominated by scattered
light.

The ionization cone

The galaxy shows a spectacular, one-
sided [0111] ionization cone (Fig. 3) whose
asymmetry is probably due to extinction
by the galaxy disk (i c:: 65°) which also
contains a prominent dust lane visible to
the SE of the nucleus in the continuum
images (Figs. 1, 2).

Within the cone there are high-
excitation [FeXI] (see 094 for more
details of the coronal line emis-
sion) and [0111] clumps with observed
[OIII]/Hcy+[NII] > 2 (Fig. 6) or > 4 after
correction for reddening. The relative po-
sitions of the various line and continuum
peaks are shown in Figure 9. Both the
intensities and spatial distribution of the
high excitation lines can be modelled as-
suming photoionization by a power law
spectrum and a suitably low gas den-
sity, i.e. n e 40 cm-3 , to obtain an ion-
ization parameter U 0.01. Pure pho-
toionization models, however, cannot ex-
plain the simultaneous appearance of
the prominent [SII] emission which peaks
between [FeXI] and [0111] and is coin-
cident within 0.1// with the Hcy + [Nil]
peak (Figs. 4, 5, 9) and reaches [SII]/Hcy
+ [Nil] 2: 0.4 in some regions (Fig. 7).
Our actual model which reproduces the
high-excitation species predicts that [SII]
should be produced about 0.411 beyond
the [0111] peak and pure photoionization
models in general are unable to account
for this reverse distribution regardless
of the adopted nuclear ionizing contin-
uum. A similar problem was found in a

detailed spectroscopic study of the ex-
tended NLR of NGC1 068 (Bergeron et al.
1989). One possibility is that the [SII] knot
is a photodissociating (or photoevapo-
rating) molecular cloud with a large col-
umn density of freshly ionized gas leav-
ing the cloud at sound speed 0 km/s)
which shields the rest of the material from
soft ionizing photons but is transparent to
X-rays (lw > 100eV) which produce a
large partially ionized region at the sur-
face of the cloud.
We expect to obtain more detailed in-

formation on the relative roles of pho-
toionization and other excitation mech-
anisms from visible (EMMI) and infrared
(IRSPEC) spectroscopy scheduled at the
NTT in March 1995.
The line emission outside the cone

(P.A. <10°) is typical of low excitation HII
regions and is probably associated with
the circumnuclear starburst described
below.

Circumnuclear starburst activity

The Hcy image (Fig. 4) clearly reveals
the presence of a young starburst (:::; 108
yr) lying c:: 1011 (200 pc) from the nu-
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Galaxy and Black Hole Co-evolution
- Tight correlation between  

 the massive black hole (MBH) and host gal. properties. 
 → the co-evolution
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Figure 1. M–σ relation for galaxies with dynamical measurements. The symbol indicates the method of BH mass measurement: stellar dynamical (pentagrams), gas
dynamical (circles), masers (asterisks). Arrows indicate 3σ68 upper limits to BH mass. If the 3σ68 limit is not available, we plot it at three times the 1σ68 or at 1.5 times
the 2σ68 limits. For clarity, we only plot error boxes for upper limits that are close to or below the best-fit relation. The color of the error ellipse indicates the Hubble
type of the host galaxy: elliptical (red), S0 (green), and spiral (blue). The saturation of the colors in the error ellipses or boxes is inversely proportional to the area of
the ellipse or box. Squares are galaxies that we do not include in our fit. The line is the best fit relation to the full sample: MBH = 108.12 M⊙(σ/200 km s−1)4.24. The
mass uncertainty for NGC 4258 has been plotted much larger than its actual value so that it will show on this plot. For clarity, we omit labels of some galaxies in
crowded regions.

relation from sample S. The distribution of the residuals appears
consistent with a normal or Gaussian distribution in logarithmic
mass, although the distribution is noisy because of the small
numbers. For a more direct test of normality we look at log(MBH)
in galaxies with σe between 165 and 235 km s−1, corresponding
to a range in log(σe/200 km s−1) from approximately −0.075
to 0.075. The predicted masses for the 19 galaxies in this
narrow range differ by at most a factor of 4.3, given our
best-fit relation. The power of having a large number of
galaxies in a narrow range in velocity dispersion is evident
here, as there is no need to assume a value for the slope of

M–σ or even that a power-law form is the right model. The
only assumption required is that the ridge line of any M–σ
relation that may exist does not change substantially across
the range of velocity dispersion. The mean of the logarithmic
mass in solar units is 8.16, and the standard deviation is
0.45. The expected standard deviation in mass is 0.19, based
on the rms dispersion of log(σe/200 km s−1) (0.046) in this
range times the M–σ slope β; thus the variation in the ridge line
of the M–σ relation in this sample is negligible compared to
the intrinsic scatter. We perform an Anderson–Darling test for
normality with unknown center and variance on this sample of

stellar dispersion in the bulge
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Galaxy and Black Hole Co-evolution
- Tight correlation between  

 the massive black hole (MBH) and host gal. properties. 
 → the co-evolution

- AGN may be a key object. 
✓ SMBH growth  
✓ High energy output 
  (i.e., AGN feedback)

AGN unified model 



Galaxy and Black Hole Co-evolution
- Tight correlation between  

 the massive black hole (MBH) and host gal. properties. 
 → the co-evolution

AGN unified model 

- Starformation rate 
(SFR) and AGN mass 
accretion relation  
(e.g., Imanishi+11, Matsuoka+15)

The Astrophysical Journal, 780:86 (15pp), 2014 January 1 Esquej et al.

Figure 6. Comparison between the SFR on different scales, where
SFRcircumnuclear implies typical physical scales of ∼0.6 kpc and SFRnuclear is
for ∼65 pc scales. Nondetections are plotted at a 2σ level. Symbols as in
Figure 4. The dashed line shows the median value for the nuclear/circumnuclear
SFR ratio for the detections of the nuclear PAH feature (see text and Table 3).
The dotted line indicates a nuclear/circumnuclear ratio of one.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

414 and 329 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2, respectively. We notice that for
those galaxies in common with Davies et al. (2007; Circinus,
NGC 1068, NGC 3783, NGC 7469, and NGC 3227), we find
quite discrepant values for the SFR density, with our values
lying below those in Davies et al. (2007) except for NGC 1068.
It might be due to the use of different SF histories and SFR
indicators. We note that with the 11.3 µm PAH feature we cannot
explore age effects (see Dı́az-Santos et al. 2008; Figure 8) as
this feature can be excited by both O and B stars, and thus it
integrates over ages of up to a few tens of millions of years
(Peeters et al. 2004), unlike the measurements in Davies et al.
(2007) that sample younger populations. In addition, we detect
neither nuclear nor circumnuclear SF in NGC 3783 based on the
PAH measurements. On the other hand, PAHs can also be found
in the ISM as being excited in less-UV rich environments, such
as reflection nebulae (e.g., Li & Draine 2002). However, the
decreased strength of the IR emission features in these objects
seems to indicate the low efficiency of softer near-UV or optical
photons in exciting PAHs in comparison to SF (Tielens 2008).

The circumnuclear SFRs of the Seyferts in our sample are
between 0.2 and 18.4 M⊙ yr−1 (see also Diamond-Stanic &
Rieke 2012), and the median circumnuclear SFR densities are
1.2 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2. These are similar to those of Seyfert galaxies
in the CfA (Huchra & Burg 1992) and 12 µm (Rush et al. 1993)
samples, as derived using the 3.3 µm PAH feature (see Imanishi
2003; Imanishi & Wada 2004).

The comparison between the nuclear and circumnuclear SFRs
for our sample clearly shows that, in absolute terms, the nuclear
SFRs are much lower (see Table 3). This is in good agreement
with previous works based on smaller samples of local AGN
(e.g., Siebenmorgen et al. 2004; Watabe et al. 2008; Hönig
et al. 2010; González-Martı́n et al. 2013). The median value of
the ratio between the nuclear and circumnuclear SFRs for the
detections of the 11.3 µm feature is ∼0.18 (see also Table 3),
with no significant difference for type 1 and type 2 Seyferts
(∼0.18 and ∼0.21, respectively).

In Figure 6, we plot the nuclear and circumnuclear SFRs
probing typical physical scales of ∼65 pc and ∼600 pc,
respectively. Again, nondetections are plotted as upper limits

Figure 7. Observed nuclear SFR vs. ṀBH relation. Predictions from Hopkins
& Quataert (2010) are shown as dashed lines. We show the ṀBH ≈ 0.1 × SFR
relation, which is expected for r < 100 pc, and the 1:1 relation which, is expected
for the smallest physical scales (r < 10 pc). The solid line represents the fit to
our detections of the nuclear 11.3 µm PAH feature (see text for details).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

at the 2σ level. Overall, for our detections, the fraction of the
SFR accounted for by the central ∼65 pc region of our Seyferts
ranges between ∼5%–35% of that enclosed within the aperture
corresponding to the circumnuclear data.

While the nuclear SFRs are lower than the circumnuclear
SFRs, the median nuclear projected SFR densities are approx-
imately a factor of 20 higher than the circumnuclear ones in
our sample (median values of 22 and 1 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2, respec-
tively). This shows that the SF is not uniformly distributed, but
it is concentrated in the nuclear regions of the RSA Seyferts
studied here. This is in agreement with simulations of Hopkins
et al. (2012). The molecular gas needed to maintain these nu-
clear SFR densities appears to have higher densities in Seyfert
galaxies than those of quiescent (non-Seyferts) galaxies (Hicks
et al. 2013).

4.3. Nuclear Star Formation Rate Versus
Black Hole Accretion Rate

Hopkins & Quataert (2010) performed smoothed particle hy-
drodynamic simulations to study the inflow of gas from galactic
scales (∼10 kpc) down to !0.1 pc, where key ingredients are
gas, stars, BHs, self-gravity, SF, and stellar feedback. These nu-
merical simulations indicate a relation (with significant scatter)
between the SFR and ṀBH that holds for all scales, and it is
more tightly coupled for the smaller physical scales. The model
of Kawakatu & Wada (2008) predicts that the AGN luminosity
should also be tightly correlated with the luminosity of the nu-
clear (100 pc) SF in Seyferts and QSOs, and also that Lnuclear,SB/
LAGN is larger for more luminous AGN.

According to Alexander & Hickox (2012, and references
therein), ṀBH and AGN luminosities follow the relation

ṀBH(M⊙ yr−1) = 0.15(0.1/ϵ)(Lagn/1045 erg s−1), (3)

where we used ϵ = 0.1 as the typical value for the mass-energy
conversion efficiency in the local universe (Marconi et al. 2004).
We obtained ṀBH ranging between 5 × 10−6 and 0.5 M⊙ yr−1

for our sample of Seyfert galaxies. Uncertainties in the ṀBH
estimations are dominated by those in Lagn, i.e., 0.4 dex as
mentioned in Section 2.1.
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- AGN may be a key object. 
✓ SMBH growth  
✓ High energy output 
  (i.e., AGN feedback)



Starformation and AGN accretion power
- Suppressed SF in X-ray luminous AGN?  
→ AGN may have strong impacts on SF.The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 760:L15 (5pp), 2012 November 20 Harrison et al.

majority of the X-ray AGNs are not individually detected by
Herschel-SPIRE (e.g., Hatziminaoglou et al. 2010; Page et al.
2012), and therefore we rely on stacking analysis to obtain
the mean 250 µm fluxes of our AGN samples in each bin.
We stack at the optical positions of all X-ray AGNs in our
samples, whether or not they are individually 250 µm detected
(following Page et al. 2012). The point-spread function of the
SPIRE 250 µm science images is normalized to 1 and in units
of mJy beam−1, such that the mean 250 µm flux was taken to
be the central pixel value of each stacked image.

To determine if the measured fluxes from our stacked images
are significantly above the background, we employed a Monte
Carlo approach, which quantifies the level of background and
confusion noise (i.e., flux contribution to our stacked images
from nearby, unassociated sources). First, along with each “true”
stacked image we also made 10,000 “random” stacks, stacking
the same number of random positions around the field as in our
true stacks. The mean flux of the random stacks was subtracted
from that of the true stack, effectively removing any systematic
contribution from the background or confusion. Second, we
compare our measured “corrected” fluxes of our true stacks to
the distribution of fluxes from our random stacks. We consider
a stacked signal to be significant if the flux is greater than the
flux of 95% of the random trials. Following this criterion, all
but one of our stacked images have flux measurements that are
significant (see Section 4 for details). We note that this method
of randomly choosing positions to estimate the background
does not take into account any clustering between X-ray AGNs
and IR sources (this was also not considered in Page et al.
2012). While this will not affect the SFR–LX trends, the mean
background subtracted from each stacked image may be slightly
underestimated, resulting in the absolute mean SFRs quoted
being slightly overestimated. However, we note that our results
are consistent with studies that are less affected by confusion
noise (e.g., Mullaney et al. 2012b; Rosario et al. 2012), giving
confidence in our procedures.

We used the spectral energy distribution (SED) library of
Chary & Elbaz (2001) to convert mean 250 µm fluxes from
our stacked images to mean integrated 8–1000 µm infrared
luminosities (LIR), selecting a redshifted Chary & Elbaz (2001)
SED on the basis of the monochromatic luminosity probed by
the 250 µm waveband. These mean LIR values were converted
to mean SFRs using Kennicutt (1998). In the redshift range z =
1–3 investigated here, the observed 250 µm fluxes correspond
to the peak of the SEDs in the rest frame. As such, the L250 to LIR
correction factors do not vary much as a function of SED shape
when compared to using shorter wavelengths (see Figure 3 in
Elbaz et al. 2010). Indeed, when we compared all of the Chary &
Elbaz (2001) SEDs, redshifted to z = 2, the conversion factors
were consistent within ≈20%; we also repeated our analysis
using the main-sequence SED from Elbaz et al. (2011) for all of
the bins and found no significant difference. While the choice of
SED adds a small additional uncertainty in the measured SFRs
(such that quoted absolute SFRs should be used with care), all
of the observed trends, and hence the main conclusions of this
Letter, remain unaffected. We also show in Section 4 that we
reproduce the results of Page et al. (2012), providing further
confidence in our approach.

Upper and lower limits on the mean SFRs for each of our LX
bins were calculated using a bootstrapping technique, therefore
taking into account the distribution of SFRs in each stack. We
randomly sub-sample (with replacement) the AGNs in each of
our bins, restack, and recalculate the mean SFRs. We did this

Figure 2. Mean star formation rate (SFR) vs. X-ray luminosity for AGNs in the
CDF-N field compared to Page et al. (2012); see Section 3 for details. We find
excellent agreement between our mean SFRs and those of Page et al. (2012)
across all LX bins; we indicate the number of sources in each bin (the differences
in the number of objects between our study and Page et al. (2012) are due to
differences in the redshift catalogs). We note that for Page et al. (2012) the values
were extracted directly from their figures as tabulated values were unavailable.
As with Page et al. (2012), we do not measure a significant flux in the highest
LX bin for which we also include the 95th percentile limit (see Section 3). This
limit is broadly consistent with the mean SFRs for our lower LX bins.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

10,000 times for each bin to produce a distribution of mean
SFRs. The quoted upper and lower limits on the mean SFRs
correspond to the 16th and 84th percentiles (i.e., incorporating
68%, or ≈±1σ ) of this distribution (Table 1).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first stacked sub-samples of X-ray AGNs in the CDF-N.
In an attempt to reproduce the results of Page et al. (2012),
we split the sample into the same luminosity bins used in their
study (Table 1) and only included AGNs with spectroscopic
redshifts; see Figure 2. We find excellent agreement between
our mean SFRs and those of Page et al. (2012; i.e., data points
are consistent within their uncertainties), demonstrating the
compatibility of the procedures used to derive these results.13 In
agreement with Page et al. (2012), we do not obtain a significant
flux measurement from the stacked 250 µm image of our highest
LX bin (log[LX/erg s−1] = 44.33–44.80). However, unlike Page
et al. (2012), we find that our upper limit is consistent with the
mean SFRs of the lowest LX bins.

The non-detection at FIR wavelengths of the AGNs in
our highest LX bin in the CDF-N field, combined with the
small numbers of AGNs in this bin (seven sources), clearly
demonstrates the need for larger numbers of sources at high
X-ray luminosities. To achieve this we performed the same
stacking procedures using the COSMOS survey. The inclusion
of the COSMOS AGNs means that the number of sources in
our highest LX bins are now greater by an order of magnitude
(Figure 1 and Table 1). As such, we can now place tighter
constraints on the mean SFRs of high-luminosity AGNs. On
the basis of our stacking analysis in the COSMOS field, we
find that the mean SFRs of AGNs with LX > 1044 erg s−1

are consistent with those of LX = 1043–1044 erg s−1 AGNs
(≈100–200 M⊙ yr−1; see Figure 3 and Table 1). This implies
that the mean SFR of z = 1–3 AGNs is independent of

13 We note that Page et al. (2012) used a different technique to that adopted by
us here; they derive average SFRs by fitting a modified black body to the
SPIRE fluxes of each source.
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X-ray Dominated Region (XDR)
- Strong penetrating power of X-rays largely heats the ISM, 

                                                                          so called XDR 
- X-ray producing photoelectrons dissociates molecules 
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Atomic/molecular gas vs. SFRwhere the scatter clearly is larger than the random observational
errors, and is much larger than the random uncertainties in the
extinction-corrected luminosities (!0.1 dex; see Fig. 3). There
are a number of possible causes for this large scatter. Variations
in the ages of the regions must be a factor; as a molecular com-
plex evolves, the ionizing flux will first peak, then dissipate, and
the cold gas mass of the complex will evolve as well, as the re-
gion disperses over time. Moreover we have no reason to expect
a priori that the conversion fraction of gas to stars is a universal
constant in all clouds (see discussion in x 6).

None of the mechanisms discussed above are likely to bias the
slope of the SFR surface density versus gas surface density law to
a significant degree. Another parameter that might influence the
dispersion or even the slope of the measured Schmidt law would
be a large variation in the CO/H2 conversion factor X. A fixed
value of X has been adopted in this analysis. The conversion fac-
tor would need to fluctuate by nearly an order of magnitude to
account for the observed scatter, and this is unlikely. A multi-
frequency study of M51a in CO by Garcia-Burillo et al. (1993)
found evidence for possible variations in X between the spiral arm
and interarm regions, so we cannot rule out some possible bias
due to CO/H2 variations. However, we suspect that the dispersion
mainly arises from a combination ofmeasuring uncertainties (espe-
cially in the molecular gas surface densities) and physical effects,
including variations in the ages of the associations and clusters and
actual variations in the star formation efficiency among the clouds.

Figure 5 shows the correlationwith the H i and inferredH2 sur-
face densities separately.Molecular gas dominatesmost of the gas
clouds in the inner disk of M51a, so the comparison of SFR and
H2 surface densities is similar to the relation in Figure 4,

log!SFR ¼ (1:37! 0:03) log!H2
# (3:78! 0:09); ð8Þ

where the units for the SFR and hydrogen surface densities are
the same as in equation (7). The slope of this molecular-only

Fig. 5.—Relation between local SFR density and molecular and atomic hy-
drogen surface densities separately. The solid green and open black triangles de-
note H2 surface densities (see Fig. 4), with open red circles indicating CO upper
limits (same symbol notation as for Fig. 4). Blue asterisks show the correspond-
ing relation between SFR surface densities and H i surface densities. The dashed
line shows the best bivariate least-squares fit to themolecular densities alone. The
fit to total gas density (see Fig. 4) is shown for reference as the solid line.

Fig. 4.—Relationship between SFR surface density and total (atomic plusmolecular) hydrogen surface density for 257H ii regions and infrared sources measured in the
central 350 00 region of M51 (the area covered in CO by BIMA SONG). Solid green triangles denote SFRs derived from extinction-corrected Pa! fluxes, all in the central
14400, while open black triangles denote SFRs determined from combined 24 "m and H! fluxes, using the method described in x 4. Open red circles denote regions with
only 3 # upper limits in CO (see text).
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- Molecular gas seems to be a important parameter for SF.

- AGN may suppress the SF by dissociating molecules
⇒ Let’s confirm the dissociation!



CXO and ALMA obs. of Circinus galaxy 

 - D = 4.2 Mpc (i.e., 0”5 ~ 10 pc)  
 - host of Compton-thick AGN

Chandra & ALMA 
- (sub-) arcsec resolution  
- X-ray and submm/mm 

 → strong penetrating power  
                            to dust/(gas) 
 → suitable for studying nuclear  
                               dense regions   

- high S/N data are available

Circinus galaxy: 

 Investigation whether AGN has impacts on SF  

→ Detailed study using a nearby AGN host as a laboratory 



CXO & ALMA archive data 

Spatially Resolved Spectrscopic Study of Circinus Galaxy with Chandra and ALMA 3

Table 1. Information of Targeted points in Circinus galaxy

Target Name R.A.(J2000) Decl. (J2000) Redshift D Ref.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Circinus galaxy 14h13m09.953s -65d20m21.047s 0.001448 4.2 (1,1)

Cone 14h13m10.342s -65d20m22.461s ... ...

Limb E 14h13m10.402s -65d20m20.205s ... ...

Limb S 14h13m10.058s -65d20m23.356s ... ...

Note— Columns: (1) Galaxy name. (2) Swift ID. (3) Galaxy type taken from

the Swift/BAT 70-month The distances and are taken from the literature.

The black hole masses (MBH) are from the literature. Mainly, we selected the

mesurement basedɹ on the reveberation mapping or the single epoch method

in comparison with indirect method using MBH-σ relation. References for

black hole masses.

Table 2. List of Archive Data

Obs. ID Start Obs. Date (UT) Exp. (ksec) Grating

(1) (2) (3) (4)

356 2000/03/14 20 NO

365 2000/03/14 1 NO

374 2000/06/15 6 YES

62877 2000/06/16 48 YES

4770 2004/06/02 48 YES

4771 2004/11/28 52 YES

12823 2010/12/17 147 NO

12824 2010/12/24 38 NO

Note— Columns: (1) Observation ID. (2) Observation start

date. (3) Exposure after the data reduction. (4) Check on

grating observation.

lines trace the dense gas. The HCO+ (J = 4–3) line is
observed in ** and ** data. The former data provides
the high-spatial and high-sensitivity data, where as the
latter take an advantage that within this execuation its
line is observed along with the dense gas tracer of the
HCN (J = 4–3).
The following subsections describe how we reprocess

the Chandra and ALMA data.

2.1. Chandra data

2.1.1. Data reduction

Chandra data is analyzed using CIAO (ver. 4.9) and
CALDB (ver. 4.7.6), provided by the Chandra team. As
the standard manner, we reprocessed the raw data with
the chandra repro command implemented in the CIAO

package. The resultant data are further examined with
deflare to remove periods where background rates de-
viate from the count rate distribution by 3 σ level. Next,
we make a correction for positional offsets between the
data, likely occuring because of the data sparcely ob-
tained during 10 years. As the absolute position, we
rely on the latest data (ObsID = 12824). The accu-
racy of the absolute position is checked by comparing
centroid of an X-ray image of ObsID = 12824 and the
position of the Maser. The result indicates a small offset
(≈ 0.”1). For the correction, we first create exposure-
corrected images and estimte the point spread function
(PSF) size over the field-of-view with fluximage and
mkpsfmap, respectively. The offset value is determined
so that X-ray sources detected via wavdetect are po-
sitionally matched to those in the base data. Here, we
only use point-like and bright sources satisfying S/N >
7, PSF size < 1.5”, and source angular size < 1.0”. At
least three sources other than the nucleus are used for
the adjustment. As a result, we find an offset to be at
most 0.43”, falling within the 68% uncertainty (≈0.5”)
in ACIS-S astrometry.
Before procceeding to the image and spectral analysis,

we confirm how largely the pile-up effect, where more
than one photons are counted as one photon within a
single readout, extends around the nucleus. With the
pileup map command in CIAO, we find high pile-up
fractions (> 10%) in the nuclear ≈1′′ circular region.
Figure ?? shows the contour corresponding to the pile-
up fraction of 5%. This also occurs even in the grating
zero-th order images. Thus, we do not discuss the nu-
clear X-ray properties further.

2.1.2. Mapping of Iron Emission Lines Distribution

From each of the data well-reprocessed above, we cre-
ate X-ray maps based on the Energy Dependent Sub-
pixel Event Repositioning (EDSER; e.g., ????), which

Chandra   
  ~ 300 ksec (!) archive data 
ALMA  
  covers 
  multi-species  
  (CO, HCO+, HCN) emission 
  and  
  multi-transition  
  (J=4-3, J=3-2) 
  = 5 mol. lines 

Study of Circinus Galaxy with Chandra and ALMA 3

Table 2. List of ALMA Datasets

Tag Program Info. Obs. Date Exp. Molecules

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(a) #2015.1.01286.S (PI: F. Costagliola) 2015/12/31 3 HCO+(J=4–3), HCN(J=4–3), CO(J=3–2)

(a) #2015.1.01286.S (PI: F. Costagliola) 2015/12/31 5 HCO+(J=3–2), HCN(J=3–2)

(b) #2016.1.01613.S (PI: T. Izumi) 2016/11/24 125 HCO+(J=4–3)

Note— Columns: (1) Tag of the dataset to indicate that each dataset is used for diffetent purposes. (a) This

dataset is mainly utilized to constrain physical properites of the molecular gas (Sections 3.2 and 2.6.1). (b) This

dataset is used for mapping the dense molecular gas by exploiting its high signal-to-noise ratio (Section 3.1). (2)

Project ID and PI name. (3) Observation start date (UT). (4) Total on-source time in units of minutes. (5)

Molecules covered in each of the datasets.

with the past work by Marinucci et al. (2013). Note
that we can additionally discuss the spectral variation
on several-year time scales.

2.2. ALMA data

We analyze Band 7 and 9 ALMA datasets obtained
through programs of #2015.1.01286.S (PI: F. Costagli-
ola) and #2016.1.01613.S (PI: T. Izumi). In the for-
mer program, two observations were executed, cover-
ing five molecular lines: CO(J=3–2), HCO+(J=3–2),
HCO+(J=4–3), HCN(J=3–2), and HCN(J=4–3). Al-
though the on-source exposure is very short (≈several
minutes), we use this program to constrain the molec-
ular gas properties (Section 3.2 and 2.6.1), because we
can ignore uncertainty in the absolute flux within each
execution in estimating relative line intensities. On the
other hand, the latter gives much better quality data
on CO(J=3–2) and HCO+(J=4–3). In this paper, we
present the HCO+(J=4–3) data. The CO(J=3–2) line
was investigated in great detail by Izumi et al. (2018).
This data is mainly used to map the molecular dense
gas emission by exploiting the high signal-to-noise ratio.
Table 2 summarizes available molecular lines for each
data.
The HCN(J=4–3), HCO+(J=4–3), and CO(J=3–2)

lines were simultaneously taken with Band 7 on 2015
December 31, where 38 antennas were operated for the
observation. Out of all four spectral windows, three were
used to observe the lines. Each window has total band-
width of 1.875 GHz and 240 channels. The remaining
one is not used in our analysis. The total on-source ob-
serving time was ≈ 0.05 hr (3 minutes). Standard flux,
bandpas, and phase calibrations were conducted based
on the observations of Titan, J1427-4206 and J1424-
6807, respectively.
Also, the Band 6 simultaneous observation of the

HCN(J=3–2) and HCO+(J=3–2) lines was made on
2015 December 31 with 36 antennas through the same
program. Two of three spectral windows were used for
the detections in the same total bandwidth and the num-
ber of the channel as above. The objects for the cali-

Table 3. Positional Information of Sub-regions

Region R.A. (J2000) Decl. (J2000) Sep. Angle

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Nucleus 14h13m09.953s -65d20m21.047s ...

Cone 14h13m10.342s -65d20m22.461s 2.8

Limb-E 14h13m10.402s -65d20m20.205s 2.9

Limb-S 14h13m10.058s -65d20m23.356s 2.4

Note— (1) Name of the sub-regions defined in Figure 1 (2)

Right ascension. (3) Declination. (4) Separation angle to

the Nucleus, or the SMBH position in units of arcsec.

brations are also the same. We do not use the other
window. The total on-source observing time was ≈ 0.09
hr (5 minutes).
To map the HCO+(J=4–3) line, we utilize the Band

7 data acquired on 2016 November 24 and 26, and 2017
May 05 with 42, 42, and 47 antennas, respectively. Four
spectral windows were employed in the observation, each
with a total bandwidth of 1.875 GHz and 480 channels.
We use only a single spectral window for the mapping.
The total on-source observing time was ≈ 2.1 hr (125
minutes). The calibration sources for flux, bandpas and
phase were J1427-4206 or J1617-5848, J1427-4206, and
J1424-6807.

2.3. Chandra data

2.3.1. Data reduction

The Chandra data were reprocessed using a data
analysis package of CIAO (ver. 4.9) and a calibration
database of CALDB (ver. 4.7.6), provided by the Chan-
dra team. Following standard manner, we reprocessed
the raw data with the chandra repro command. They
were further examined with deflare to remove periods
where background rates significantly deviate from the
count rate distribution by 3σ level.

Chandra datalist

ALMA datalist



6.4 keV 輝線: 非熱的放射 

光電離 電子衝突 

E>7.1keVのX線必要 E=10—100keVの電子 
(内殻電離の断面積大) 

What can we know from X-ray?
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Figure 6. From the left to the right, the figures represent

the unfolded X-ray spectra extracted from Cone, East- and

South limb regions, respectively. The lower panels show the

residuals in units of χ. The continuum component and iron

emission lines located across ∼6–7 keV are plotted with solid

and dot-dashed lines. Note that the Nuclear spectra are not

analyzed because of the serious pile-up effect.
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Iron-Kα fluorescent line is very important  
        - τ~1 for log NH ~ 23.9 cm-2 

               ⇒ probe of dense gas material 

Suitable for nuclear region study !

- 6.4 keV emission  
  ⇒ high penetrating power 

> 7.1 keV photons
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Figure 1. Upper panels show integrated ACIS images for different energy bands (from left to right: 3–6 keV, 6.2–6.5 keV,

and 6.5–6.7 keV) within the ≈14×14 arcseconds nulceus region. The size of a pixel is 0.0625 arcsec in the images, and adaptive

smoothing is performed with a Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 0.495 arcsecond. Lower panels show image constructed by

dividing two of the three image data (from left to right: 6.2–6.5 keV/3–6 keV, 6.5–6.7 keV/3–6 keV, and 6.5–6.7 keV/6.2–6.5

keV). The size of a pixel is 0.25 arcsec in all the images, and adaptive smoothing is performed with a Gaussian kernel with

FWHM = 0.495 arcsecond. Three circles indicates the regions focused on (from upper left to lower right: the Limb-E, the Cone,

and he Limb-S). The solid line contour encircs an area affected by the pile-up at least 5%. In all the figures, the red star is the

AGN center determined from Maser observations.

To accurately discuss spatial structures, we check the
positional offsets of the Chandra image to the SMBH
position. Representatively, we referred to the latest data
(ObsID = 12824) as the base for the absolute position.
Then, we confirmed that the spatial offset between the
centroid of the nuclear X-rays and the SMBH is small
(≈0.1 arcsec) enough to ignore for our discussion at 1
arcsec scale.
Further, we corrected positional offsets of the remain-

ings to fit the base data. For this purpose, we prelim-
inary created exposure-corrected images and estimted
the point spread function (PSF) size over the field-of-
view with fluximage and mkpsfmap. The offset values
were determined so that X-ray sources detected with
wavdetect were positionally matched to those in the
base data. Here, we only adopted point-like, bright
sources satisfying PSF size < 1.5 arcsec, source angular
size < 1.0 arcsec, and S/N > 7. At least three sources
were used for the adjustment. The maximum offset was
0.43 arcsec, falling within the 68% uncertainty (≈0.5
arcsec) of the ACIS-S astrometry. In the folloing, we
use these position-corrected data.

Before procceeding to the image and spectral analysis,
we finally checked the pile-up effect, where more than
one photons are counted as one photon within a single
readout. Through the pileup map command, we found
moderate pile-up fractions (> 5%) in the nuclear ∼1
arcsec region (Figure ??). This certainly occurred even
in the grating zero-th order images. Thus, we do not
discuss the nuclear X-ray properties further.

2.3.2. Mapping of Iron Emission Lines Distribution

Mapping of the iron emission line is important to lo-
cate the dense gas irradiated by the X-ray. First, we cre-
ate X-ray images based on the Energy Dependent Sub-
pixel Event Repositioning (EDSER; e.g., Tsunemi et al.
2001; Mori et al. 2001; Li et al. 2003, 2004)2, improving
the spatial resolution, finer than the CCD pixel size of
0.498 arcsec. The algolithm re-distributes photons based
on the shape of the charge cloud recorded in a 3×3 pixel

2 The more details can be seen in
http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/why/acissubpix.html
http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/guides/acis subpixel.html
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Figure 10: A 'true colour' image of the Circinus galaxy with red = [SIIJ, green =Ho:+[NIIJ and
blue = [0111]. This representation clearly shows the ionization cone, the extended circumnuclear
starburst and the chain of supernova remnants to the S.

with an enlargement of the central region
which clearly shows that, although the
nucleus is much more peaked in K' than
in Hand J, its position does not vary sig-
nificantly with wavelength (the IR images
are aligned within 0.2//).
The relative positions of the central

peaks in the various lines and continua
are summarized in Figure 9 where we
also include the contours of the [FeXI]
coronal line image (see also 094). Note
that, while the optical line/continua im-
ages are aligned within 0.04", the rela-
tive position of the IR peak is more un-
certain (± 0.2" 30") but sufficient to show
a shift between the optical and IR contin-
uum peaks.
A 'true-colour' line image (red = [SII],

green =HCY+[NII], blue = [0111]) is shown
in Figure 10 where the structure of the
cone and of the surrounding galaxy are
best visible.

The nucleus

In the continuum at 5100 A(Fig. 1) the
emission is dominated by late B stars
associated with an old starburst and ex-
tends over several arcsec with two spa-
tially resolved peaks which are sepa-
rated by 2// N-S but connected by a
fainter bridge. The southern peak is co-
incident with the much more prominent
7000 Anucleus (Fig. 2 ) which is single
and unresolved. In the infrared (Fig. 8)
the nucleus also shows only a single
peak whose position is coincident at J, H
and K' but which is more sharply peaked
at K'. This infrared peak is also shifted
by 0.25// relative to the southern visible
peak in the direction away from the ion-
ization cone (Fig. 9). We therefore as-
sume that the 'true' nucleus is at or close
to the position of the infrared peak and
that the shift of the visible peak is an
extinction effect. Extinction of the 'true'
nucleus by Av c:: 20 magnitudes would
be enough to hide it at 7000 A but not
at 1.25 pm and this value is close to that
derived from the 9.7 pm silicate feature
(Moorwood & Glass, 1984). The north-
ern peak at 5100Ashows faint Hcy and
[SII] emission, indicative of HII regions or
supernova remnants, but its nature is un-
clear and we have proposed polarimetric
imaging with HST to test if the visible 'nu-
clear' emission is dominated by scattered
light.

The ionization cone

The galaxy shows a spectacular, one-
sided [0111] ionization cone (Fig. 3) whose
asymmetry is probably due to extinction
by the galaxy disk (i c:: 65°) which also
contains a prominent dust lane visible to
the SE of the nucleus in the continuum
images (Figs. 1, 2).

Within the cone there are high-
excitation [FeXI] (see 094 for more
details of the coronal line emis-
sion) and [0111] clumps with observed
[OIII]/Hcy+[NII] > 2 (Fig. 6) or > 4 after
correction for reddening. The relative po-
sitions of the various line and continuum
peaks are shown in Figure 9. Both the
intensities and spatial distribution of the
high excitation lines can be modelled as-
suming photoionization by a power law
spectrum and a suitably low gas den-
sity, i.e. n e 40 cm-3 , to obtain an ion-
ization parameter U 0.01. Pure pho-
toionization models, however, cannot ex-
plain the simultaneous appearance of
the prominent [SII] emission which peaks
between [FeXI] and [0111] and is coin-
cident within 0.1// with the Hcy + [Nil]
peak (Figs. 4, 5, 9) and reaches [SII]/Hcy
+ [Nil] 2: 0.4 in some regions (Fig. 7).
Our actual model which reproduces the
high-excitation species predicts that [SII]
should be produced about 0.411 beyond
the [0111] peak and pure photoionization
models in general are unable to account
for this reverse distribution regardless
of the adopted nuclear ionizing contin-
uum. A similar problem was found in a

detailed spectroscopic study of the ex-
tended NLR of NGC1 068 (Bergeron et al.
1989). One possibility is that the [SII] knot
is a photodissociating (or photoevapo-
rating) molecular cloud with a large col-
umn density of freshly ionized gas leav-
ing the cloud at sound speed 0 km/s)
which shields the rest of the material from
soft ionizing photons but is transparent to
X-rays (lw > 100eV) which produce a
large partially ionized region at the sur-
face of the cloud.
We expect to obtain more detailed in-

formation on the relative roles of pho-
toionization and other excitation mech-
anisms from visible (EMMI) and infrared
(IRSPEC) spectroscopy scheduled at the
NTT in March 1995.
The line emission outside the cone

(P.A. <10°) is typical of low excitation HII
regions and is probably associated with
the circumnuclear starburst described
below.

Circumnuclear starburst activity

The Hcy image (Fig. 4) clearly reveals
the presence of a young starburst (:::; 108
yr) lying c:: 1011 (200 pc) from the nu-
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Iron-Kα and Mol. gas emission lines
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Figure 2. Each of figures show the same figures displayed in Figure 1 but molecular line distributions are superimposed.
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Figure 2. Each of figures show the same figures displayed in Figure 1 but molecular line distributions are superimposed.
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Figure 2. Each of figures show the same figures displayed in Figure 1 but molecular line distributions are superimposed.
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Mol. line ratios fitting by RADEX non-LTE code

Nucleus Cone East_Limb South_Limb

log NH2  
[cm-2]

24.0 
[23.0-25.0]

25.0 

[20–25.0]

23.5 

[20.0-21.0,22.5–23.5]

22.0 

[21.5-22.0]

log nH2  
[cm-3]

5.5 
[4.5-5.5]

3.0  
[3.0-5.0]

4.5 
[3.5-5.5]

6.0 
[6.0]

Tk  
[K]

380

[100–400]

390

[110-390]

40 

[30-60]

30 

[20-30]

[HCN]/
[HCO+]

2

[2-4]

2

[2-3]

3

[3-4]

3

[-]

chi2 1.15 0.24 0.58 3.33

- 5 molecular lines → 10 line ratios 
- 4 free par. = NH2, n(H2), Tk, [HCN]/[HCO+] 



X-ray dominant region (XDR)
ξeff = LX/R2nH2Nαatt 

LX ~ 1.3e+43 (1–100 keV) 
  (NuSTAR estimate by Arevalo+14) 

R ~ 60 pc  
   (spatial resolved map) 
nH2 ~ 3.0-6.0 cm-3 

     (mol. line ratios fit by RADEX) 
Natt ~ 1e+23.9 cm-2 
    (τ~1 for the neutral iron)

Nucleus Cone East_Limb South_Limb
log ξeff -4.0~-5.0 -2.5~-4.5 -3.0~-5.0 -5.5



Nucleus Cone East_Limb South_Limb
log ξeff -4.0~-5.0 -2.5~-4.5 -3.0~-5.0 -5.5

X-ray dominant region (XDR)
ξeff = LX/R2nH2Nαatt 

LX ~ 1.3e+43 (1–100 keV) 
  (NuSTAR estimate by Arevalo+14) 

R ~ 60 pc  
   (spatial resolved map) 
nH2 ~ 3.0-6.0 cm-3 

     (mol. line ratios fit by RADEX) 
Natt ~ 1e+23.9 cm-2 
    (τ~1 for the neutral iron)Our result supports that the X-ray radiation from the AGN can 
dissociate the molecule(, and the SF may be suppressed therein.)



- Science BG: Physical connection between SF and AGN 

- CXO & ALMA obs. of Circinus gal. at 10 pc resolution  
→ Study of X-ray heating effects on ISM 

Summary

- Anti-spatial correlation b/w the dense molecular gas 
and iron line distribution.  

- From ξeff, we examined the XDR model to interpret the 
mol. deficit.  

- AGN X-ray can form the XDR and destructs molecule.

- AGN may suppress the SF, if the molecular formation is 
critical for forming stars. 


